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Abstract: Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks (VANETs) is
an application of MANETs that allows for
communication between road transport vehicles and
promotes safety on roads. There are however situations
that could cause harm to the vehicle and/or its
occupants; vehicles could be tracked, followed or have
their messages monitored. A method to protect the
vehicle is to ensure it remains anonymous. This refers to
privacy, i.e. hiding the vehicle’s real identity.
This paper provides an introduction to VANETs and
puts into context authentication and privacy in VANETs.
Reasons for why privacy and authentication are essential
for a secure VANET are provided.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent times, many projects have initiated research to
investigate Ad-Hoc Networks as a communication
technology for vehicle-speciﬁc applications, within the
wider field of intelligent transportation systems (ITS) [1].
According to Padmadas et al. [2], ITS are computerised
systems that have diverse applications and are connected
with Vehicle Transportation. The computerised systems are
made up of computers, communications, sensor and control
technologies and management strategies [1]. These function
in an integrated manner to improve the functioning of the
transportation systems. They also provide real-time
information to increase the safety and efﬁciency of ground
transportation networks [1].
Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks (VANETs) make it possible
for vehicles to broadcast warnings about environmental
hazards (e.g., ice on the pavement), traffic and road
conditions (e.g., emergency braking, congestion, or
construction sites), and local (e.g., tourist) information to
other vehicles [3]. Once it is known that there is a traffic
jam, road closure or accident ahead, a driver may safely
avoid the route and save time. Communication between
vehicles is therefore suitable because vehicles are able to
distribute warnings to other vehicles. The minimal
configuration and quick deployment of VANETs also makes
them suitable for emergency type situations [4]. Messages
can be sent from vehicles to summon for help if needed and
to inform authorities of dangerous behaviour on roads. In
another paper by Papadimitratos et al. [5], VANETs are said
to assist to make roads safer, and offer convenience. Much
has been written in Plobl [6] and others [7] [8] [9] [4] [10]
[11] on the various scenarios where vehicles may obtain
value from communication.

However, one needs to be sure that the messages are valid
and that the network will not be used maliciously. One
could, for example, conceive of a situation where a vehicle
whose permanent identity is known could be travelling with
a low fuel reserve and request for help, but because the
vehicle‟s identity is known an attacker monitoring
communication in the network will be aware that there is a
vulnerable vehicle on a road and could follow the vehicle
until it has run out of fuel and possibly attack the occupants
and steal all valuable items in their possession. The vehicle
occupants could then be stranded without a means of
contacting the authorities. However, if the vehicle‟s
permanent identity is hidden from all other vehicles and can
only be seen by the authorities then only authorized
personnel will know which vehicle has requested help and
would be able to assist accordingly. This ensures that the
malicious users will not know which vehicle has requested
help for a fuel shortage, hence protecting the vehicle and its
occupants. According to Aboudagga et al. [12] and Sehgal et
al. [13], it is also necessary for the vehicle to be registered
with some central authority so that nodes caught sending
erroneous and malicious messages can be determined and
held accountable. It means that nodes must identify
themselves as the source of all their messages. This is the
function of authentication.
In VANETs, the privacy concern surrounds information
privacy and communication privacy [14]. VANETs allow
for disclosure of vehicle location information [15]; a
malicious node eavesdropping on all trafﬁc in an area is able
to reconstruct long traces of the whereabouts of majority of
vehicles within the same area [16]. Kargl et al. [15] and
Gerlach [17] show that this problem is addressed by
providing privacy enhancing mechanisms.
This paper is organised as follows: Section II provides an
introduction to VANETs and contains a subsection which
addresses authentication in VANETs. Section III discusses
the need for privacy in VANETs. The paper is concluded in
Section IV.
II.

VANET INTRODUCTION

VANETs have attracted increasing attention from both
research and industry communities within recent years [3].
The focus of VANETs is to fulfil users‟ requirements on the
road and make their journey safe and comfortable [18].
Gunter and Grobmann [10] have identified that modern
vehicles already provide many helpful features, for example
ABS (Anti-Lock Braking System) and ESP (Electronic
Stability Program). These systems can however only react
when the driver is already in a dangerous situation, hence
the goal of providing safety to vehicle occupants should be
to rather prevent the driver from even reaching a dangerous
situation [10].

VANETs are an application of Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks
(MANETs). Sun [19], defines a MANET as a collection of
wireless nodes that can be dynamically set up anywhere and
anytime without using any pre-existing network
infrastructure. There are some special characteristics present
in VANETs which are exceptions to general MANETs.
These are listed below:
- VANETs are potentially large-scale networks [1]. There
are many thousands of vehicles on the roads in most
countries [20]. Since every vehicle needs to be registered
with the network, there are a large number of mobile
nodes that will be part of the network.
- Road conﬁguration, trafﬁc laws and speed limits on roads
affect the mobility of vehicles [1]. The vehicle mobility is
also affected by the driver‟s driving behaviour and
interaction with other drivers. Simulating vehicle trafﬁc is
thus a complex task and is a focus of study for applications
in transportation engineering [1].
- Vehicles are able to provide more resources than typical
mobile devices used in MANETs. These increased
resources consist of large batteries, antennas, and
processing power [1]. Therefore, conserving these
resources in VANETs is not a major concern.
VANETs are made up of vehicles (which are equipped with
on board units) and road-side infrastructure units (RSUs).
Calandriello et al. [21], explain that the on board units
(OBU‟s) have on-board sensory, processing and wireless
communication modules. VANETs allow for vehicles to
communicate with one another and with the RSUs. The
RSUs are fixed entities and the vehicles are the moving
entities. According to Chen et al. [22], the communication in
VANETs can either be between vehicles as „one-hop‟ or
vehicles can act as routers, retransmitting messages and
communicating in a „multi-hop‟ method. This means that
nodes can communicate directly with another vehicle or can
pass messages through a series of vehicles. The type of
communication will depend on the nature of the message;
for example if vehicles want to communicate individually
with another vehicle then „one-hop‟ communication would
be used and if a vehicle wants to contact the certificate
authority (CA) then a message would be broadcast and
passed through the network until the RSU is reached,
making the communication „multi-hop‟. This is made
clearer in the architecture view of a VANET presented by
Fonseca et al. [23], which is pictured below:

The architecture in a VANET is split into 3 domains; InVehicle domain, Ad-Hoc Domain and Infrastructure
Domain. As can be seen in the diagram above the In-Vehicle
Domain consists of an OBU and many AU‟s (Application
Units). The AU‟s are user devices for example mobile
phones and PDAs that perform certain functions when
interacting with the OBU. The Ad-Hoc Domain consists of
OBU‟s in vehicles and RSU‟s, which are along the roadside.
When the OBU‟s and RSU‟s are in range, they
communicate wirelessly with each other. This forms an AdHoc Domain because the vehicles connect to RSU‟s in an
ad-hoc manner, as and when needed. The Infrastructure
Domain consists of the RSU‟s and the CA. The CA is
connected to the RSU‟s and allow for the RSU to act as a
proxy to the CA. Multi-hop communication is used between
OBU‟s and RSU‟s when packets are forwarded from one
OBU to another to reach the RSU [3].
Papadrimitratos et al. [5] maintain that VANETs are
developed as a means to enhance transportation safety and
efﬁciency. Cooperative collision avoiding [11] is one such
example. The high speed of wireless communication allows
drivers to receive alerts in advance, so when there is a
sudden stop/accident ahead, a driver has enough time to stop
the vehicle before an accident occurs. This contributes to
providing safer transportation. Safety applications are just
one of the applications for VANETs, and are discussed
below, together with other applications:
1) Safety Applications
VANETs are able to significantly reduce the delay in
propagating emergency warnings [1]. The vehicles
exchange messages to inform each other about events and
dangers on the road. A vehicle is able to recognise a
dangerous situation and is able to quickly warn
neighbouring vehicles. This allows for a faster reaction to
the situation. The information for these warning messages
comes from the information derived from sensors in the
vehicle: ABS, ESP, etc. Information about traffic
congestion can also be sent. According to Emmelmann et
al. [8], a warning message that the vehicles can send is
Emergency Electronic Brake Lights. This allows for
sudden braking of vehicles in the forward path to be
highlighted as a hazard, asking vehicles to slow down and
helping to prevent multi vehicle pile-ups and other
accidents.
The on-board sensors may also detect events such as the
deployment of airbags (as a result of a collision), loss of
tyre traction or sudden application of brakes [18]. Safetyrelated applications include proximity warning, road
obstacle warning, and intersection collision warning [1].
The objective of these safety applications is to use
Vehicular Communication to collect surrounding vehicle
dynamics and warn the driver when a collision is likely
[1].

Figure 1 - VANET System Architecture [24]

The alarm signals from emergency vehicles (police cars,
fire engines, ambulances, etc.) could also be sent as a
warning [6]. The emergency vehicle can send its current
position, time and destination or desired route and other
vehicles can stay clear. The reaction time to the scene of
an accident for these emergency vehicles is thus
decreased. The addition where infrastructure behaviour

can be influenced by the signal given by the emergency
vehicle (for example, traffic lights remaining green when
the emergency vehicle approaches [6]) is also viable to
decrease an emergency vehicle‟s response time.
2) Automated Highways [1]
These include the automation of certain driving functions
in order to increase driving safety and improve the
capacity of highways [1]. Blum et al. [25] provide the
following
examples
for
automated
highways:
assisted/automated over-taking and lane merge, automatic
cruise control and emergency vehicles announcement.
Using Vehicle-to-Roadside Communication, applications
such as hidden driveway warning, electronic road signs,
intersection collision warning, and railroad crossing
warning can also be included [1]. These allow for safe
driving, as drivers are assisted and warned when necessary
while driving.
3) Local Traffic Information Systems
According to Padmadas et al. [2], trafﬁc information may
be distributed from the RSU to vehicles via radio
broadcast or on demand via mobile cellular phones. A
suggestion to distribute traffic information differently than
through RDS (Radio Data System [26]) is by using onboard sensors, GPS and digital maps to develop a powerful
trafﬁc information system [1]. Through VANET
communication, the traffic information may then be
rapidly and economically distributed [1]. Trafﬁc
information regarding the drivers‟ current area or an area
they are going to enter is of concern to drivers. The level
of abstraction of traffic information thus needs to increase
as the distance from the source increases.
4) IP Based Applications
Nowey and Plobl [6] describe the use of these applications
for passenger comfort and entertainment. The traditional
IP-based services (e.g., email, web access) are used to
access applications and they thus require connectivity to
the Internet [1]. Some examples of these applications that
are given by Artimey et al. [1] are online games and
promotional broadcasts from companies trying to sell a
product. This however contradicts the characteristics of a
VANET, as there is often no central access. The vehicle
therefore may at times not be connected to the internet.
The goal of VANETs is however safety enhancement

and these applications tend to contradict this goal by
being distracting.
These VANET applications make for more safe and
convenient driving. Being able to summon an ambulance
automatically in the event of an attack or notify the police if
a vehicle is being hijacked will aid in improving safety on
roads. Further, communicating with other vehicles allows
for convenient information exchange regarding warnings on
the roads. The distinct characteristics of VANETs which
give rise to many applications will however create
complications during deployment [25]. Some of these
challenges are listed below:
- High Mobility: Sakib [27] highlights the fact that since
vehicles move a lot, and might opt for broadcast
communications, protocols cannot be handshake based.
Vehicles therefore need to be able to authenticate

themselves without many exchanges of information. If
many interactions are required for authentication between
vehicles then due to the high mobility, vehicles may be out
of range of each other before finishing the authentication
procedure. The high mobility also creates problems in
terms of short-lived paths between nodes which cause
network partitioning [25].
- Real time delivery of messages: VANETs have time
constraints in the safety applications mentioned above
because they are used in emergencies for informing other
vehicles and the CA of collisions, accidents and hazards
[27]. There are therefore strict deadlines that must be met;
else the effects could be major. If an accident has just
occurred, emergency personnel should be deployed to the
scene immediately. Delays could result in a seriously
injured person dying or major traffic congestion occurring
due to the accident. The high mobility also means that
vehicles will not have contact with other vehicles for a
long time [8], and establishing a secure channel must
therefore not take long; this further implies the importance
of real time delivery of messages. Schaub et al. [28] states
that usage of the available communication time should be
maximized, which means that bandwidth needs to be used
efﬁciently and the communication overhead should be
low.
- Location Awareness: Since certain location based services
require the use of a GPS or other specific location based
instruments, any error in these devices is likely to affect
the VANET application [27]. This means that these
devices need to be installed correctly, maintained regularly
and the responsible party should be informed immediately
if devices malfunction.
- Security: VANETs do not have a structured network and
may have to allow untrustworthy nodes to route control
and data messages [25]; securing the VANET is thus very
difficult. Due to the fact that potentially untrustworthy
nodes route messages, the messages could be subjected to
corruption. Providing secure routing, secure transport
protocols and malicious user detection is important for
maintaining security [25]. Samara et al. [29] maintain that
VANET security should satisfy four goals; message and
source authenticity, message integrity, privacy and system
robustness. Message authenticity implies that the message
is from who it claims to be from, whereas source
authenticity is needed to ensure that the sender is who they
claim to be [5].
The distinct features of Vehicular Communications have
been described by Papadrimitratos et al. [3] as a double
edged sword. This is because even though these features and
the interesting applications of VANETs are valuable, there
are a significant set of abuses and attacks that become
possible. For example, if an attacker “contaminates” large
portions of the vehicular network with false information. A
compromised vehicle may then transmit false warnings,
which will be read by all vehicles in the area. These false
warnings can give rise to unnecessary route changes and
accidents. This is listed as an attack in two of
Papadrimitratos et al.‟s writings [3] [5]. Fuentes et al. [30]
highlights the concern that a vehicle may also forge
messages and pretend to be another entity, for example an

emergency vehicle, thereby misleading other vehicles to
slow down and yield. This could cause accidents if vehicles
brake too fast or move out of the way for these
masquerading emergency vehicles. Another type of attack
could be where a malicious user attempts to track vehicles
[3]. This is achieved by using many receivers and recording
messages transmitted by vehicles (safety beacons which
report a vehicle‟s location are especially suited [3]).
Personal information about users may also be compromised
during this process, thereby compromising the user‟s
privacy [5] [30]. Chaurasia et al. [31] are of the opinion that
in order to prevent these types of attacks, security and
privacy-enhancing mechanisms are necessary. The need for
privacy-enhancing mechanisms is also highlighted in
Papadrimitratos et al. [3] and others in [5] [32].
Authentication and integrity are other important issues in
VANETs [18]. Authentication is a basic tenet of security
and proves a user is who they claim to be [33]. Integrity
ensures that system assets and transmitted information is not
altered by malicious users [33]. Without these mechanisms,
VANETs could make anti-social and criminal behaviour
easier [3].
A. Authentication in VANETs
A certificate is an electronic document which uses a digital
signature to bind a public key to an identity [34], ensuring
authenticity of the certificate‟s owner. In a (Public Key
Infrastructure) PKI system, users communicate securely
through use of a public-private key pair. The public key is
known publically and the private key is kept secret. The
public and private keys are mathematically linked, and even
though the public key is known, it is infeasible to calculate
the private key from the corresponding public key [35]. The
CA is the trusted authority in the network, and is responsible
for handing out the initial authoritative information: the
certificate. According to Blumenthal [35], the CA achieves
this by wrapping the certificate with its private key; thus
forming the CA‟s signature on the certificate. The CA‟s
signature on a certificate ensures that only the CA could
have signed the certificate, because only the CA holds the
private key that created the certificate [33]. The user is
considered authentic once the user‟s public key can be
derived from the certificate and it can be verified that the
node is who it claims to be.
Signing with the private key is a basic way for nodes to
communicate securely as modification and forgery attacks
can be defeated [36]. Modification and forgery attacks aim
at editing/forging data but become very difficult when the
data has been signed. Barker [33] explains that this is
because once any modification to the signed content occurs
it no longer has the original signature and does not maintain
integrity or authentication. According to Chim et al. [37] the
certificate is important in order to cater for authentication
and traceability.
Authenticity requires that an identity is assigned to a vehicle
in order to verify the source of a message and to hold the
vehicle accountable for any malicious use. The vehicle‟s
identity however does not change, as it is the identifying
attribute for the vehicle. This allows for vehicles to be
tracked, as messages sent by the same vehicle can be linked
[5]. In order to prevent tracking the vehicle‟s identity needs

to be concealed [3], thus the need for privacy (which
prevents a user from being monitored, followed or traced).
This is why without privacy, authentication alone is not able
to provide a secure system.
III.

PRIVACY IN VANETS

Privacy allows for a vehicle to communicate with other
vehicles without disclosing its permanent identity [31] [38].
This is achieved by masking the vehicle‟s permanent
identity so that it is not known to other vehicles. Fonseca et
al. [24] make use of a false name (pseudonym) to mask a
vehicle‟s permanent identity, thereby providing privacy.
Privacy schemes used by Heesook et al [39], Chauraisa et al.
[31] and Calandriello et al. [21], also employ pseudonyms
for privacy.
According to Beard [40], the word pseudonym is derived
from two Greek words; pseud (meaning “false”) and onyma
(meaning “name). Pseudonyms are therefore false names
and are used to hide the user‟s permanent or true identity,
which in effect preserves privacy [41]. Chaurasia et al. [42]
maintain that the pseudonym functions to obtain and sustain
anonymity. It allows for a vehicle to interact with other
vehicles anonymously. Pseudonyms are ephemeral and
distinct pseudonyms hide their relation to each other and to
the user's identity [42]. While the user‟s identity is masked it
is not possible to determine the real identity of the user,
hence the source of a message cannot be determined. In
terms of VANETs, using a pseudonym for a vehicle means
that the vehicle a message originated from cannot be traced.
The purpose of pseudonyms is so that the vehicle‟s identity
would be different for each conversation and it would not be
possible to determine what identity the same vehicle will
have at a later time.
Nodes should ideally be allowed to keep their
correspondence private so that confidential information is
not leaked to the rest of the network. Mahajan and Jindal
[43] indicate this using the scenario where a vehicle wants
to access certain services from a RSU; the vehicle does not
want other vehicles to know who they are or what they are
doing and therefore needs to maintain privacy during its
communications. The same sentiments are shared by
Fonseca et al. [24] who further state that the driver‟s privacy
should be respected. Implementing privacy will ensure that
the user‟s real identity is not known and any other vehicle
will not be able to determine which vehicle messages
originated from. It further allows for vehicles to send
messages without fear of being tracked or monitored by
malicious users. The need for privacy-enhancing
mechanisms is also highlighted in Papadrimitratos et al. [3]
and others in [5] [32].
In VANETs, knowing the source of a message implies that
the vehicle the message was sent from is known. According
to Studer et al. [44], if the vehicle‟s permanent identity is
used when sending messages it allows an eavesdropper to
identify all messages sent by the vehicle, thus violating
privacy. This is supported by Schaubet al. [28]. Allowing
for the link between a vehicle and the messages sent by the
vehicle to be this straight forward could be problematic.
Gerlach [17] explains that if the vehicle‟s permanent
identity is not masked it would be possible for malicious

nodes analyzing packets in a certain area to create detailed
location profiles of vehicles. This problem was mentioned in
Section II and is also highlighted as a concern by
Weerasinghe et al. [16] and others in [28] [15]. This
breaches the driver‟s privacy as there is a strong correlation
between vehicle and driver; most vehicles have very few
drivers [31]. The concern is what messages the vehicle
sends and at what time over several days, weeks or even
months. This is because there will be possibilities of
establishing patterns at certain locations over long periods of
time. It can result in a driver‟s personal daily driving
patterns and possibly personal data being disclosed [16].
Problems could further arise if a vehicle is targeted for an
attack. It is also necessary to protect the vehicle owner‟s
belongings. For example, if an attacker finds out that every
Tuesday morning at 07:30 a particular car is always at an
intersection a large distance from its home, this could be an
appropriate time to rob the home.
Even though privacy is necessary, it becomes a problem
when the vehicle is entirely anonymous. This is because
liability attribution is required by the legal authority in the
event that malicious use (for example traffic offence or false
warnings) has been detected [32]. The authority needs to be
able to trace the vehicle so it can be revoked/fined if need
be, thus traceability of the vehicle is a requirement. Tracing
the vehicle will not be possible if the vehicle is entirely
anonymous as the authority would not know the permanent
identity of the vehicle. It is therefore necessary to allow for
the authority to trace the vehicle while the permanent
identity is not disclosed to other vehicles. According to
Schaub et al. [28], which describes some privacy
requirements for vehicular communications, identity
resolution has to be supported with anonymity. This is
supported by Samara et al. [29] and others in [30] [45], and
effectively means that an authority needs to be able to link a
pseudonym to a vehicle. The fuel shortage example
described in the introduction above is a scenario in which
the vehicle can only be safely assisted if its permanent
identity is known to the authorities. In order to ensure that
the permanent identity can be trusted, it needs to be
authentic. The authors of [36] also employ authentication to
ensure that vehicular communication is trusted and secure.
IV.

CONCLUSION

VANETs are able to offer safe roads and convenient
driving. Some of their applications have been discussed and
it is easily seen that VANETs have much potential. There
are however problems that may arise should the VANET not
be protected. As can be seen from the reasons given above,
without privacy, plain authentication is not enough to
maintain a secure system. Authentication alone allows for
tracking and privacy alone does not provide for trust as the
user is not authentic. Therefore, both authentication and
privacy are necessary in a VANET.
V.
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